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The nanometre (International spelling as used by the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures; SI symbol: nm) or
nanometer (American spelling) is a unit of length in the metric
system, equal to one billionth of a metre
(6991100000000000000â™ 0.000000001 m).

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanometre
Nanometre - Wikipedia

What is the abbreviation for NanoMeter?
www.abbreviations.com › Academic & Science › Electronics
Looking for the abbreviation of NanoMeter? Find out what is the most common
shorthand of NanoMeter on Abbreviations.com! The Web's largest and most
authoritative acronyms and abbreviations resource.

What is the abbreviation for nanometer - qa.answers.com
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › Acronyms & Abbreviations
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SI units: 1×10âˆ’9 m
Unit of: length

Unit system: metric
Symbol: nmâ€‚

qa.answers.com › â€¦ › Acronyms & Abbreviations
A nanometer is a unit of measurement in its own right. 1 nm = 1 nm so, as a fraction of a
nm, it is 1. As a fraction of a picometre it is 1000 â€¦

Nanometre - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanometre
The nanometre (International spelling as used by the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures; SI symbol: nm) or nanometer (American spelling) is a unit of length in the
metric system, equal to one billionth (short scale) of a metre (0.000 000 001 m).

Units - Journal of Biological Chemistry
www.jbc.org/site/misc/itoa.TI.xhtml
Note becquerel is the preferred term in The International System of Units (SI). b Weight
concentrations should be given as g/ml, g/100 ml, etc. c Molecular mass is expressed in
daltons (Da); one dalton is 1/12 of the mass of carbon-12.

NM abbreviation stands for Nanometer - All Acronyms
https://www.allacronyms.com/nm/Nanometer
'nm - Nanometer', All Acronyms, 15 January 2018,
<https://www.allacronyms.com/NM/Nanometer> [accessed 15 January 2018] â€¦

Nanometer - What does nanometer stand for? The Free
â€¦
https://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/nanometer
Creating integrated circuits (ICs) in the nanometer age is a high-stakes race that few
companies can afford to compete in -- and even fewer can win.

Abbreviations of Units of Measurement - English Plus
englishplus.com/grammar/00000058.htm
These terms have largely been superseded by nanometer and picometer, abbreviated nm
and pm respectively. The prefix nano means "billionth," and is usually represented by the
letter n, as in ns for nanosecond. To abbreviate most square and cubic units in the metric
system, add the exponent ² for square and the exponent ³ for cubic.

7 ways to abbreviate Micrometer - All Acronyms â€¦
https://www.allacronyms.com/micrometer/abbreviated
How Micrometer is abbreviated or is used as part of acronym or abbreviation definition?
Find out how to abbreviate Micrometer and its usage within other abbreviated words and
â€¦

NM - Slang/Internet Slang - Acronym Finder
https://www.acronymfinder.com/Slang/NM.html
24 definitions of NM. Definition of NM in Slang/Internet Slang. What does NM stand for?

How to Write Guide: The Metric System, Abbreviations,
â€¦
abacus.bates.edu/~ganderso/biology/resources/writing/HTWabbr.html
This page presents the most common abbreviations you will use in ... 1 m = 100 cm =
1000 mm = 10^6 um = 10^9 nm Metric Unit multiplied by = English ...

What is the abbreviation for micrometer - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Acronyms & Abbreviations
The abbreviation for micrometer is µm ... English Language Literary Devices and Figures
of Speech Acronyms & Abbreviations What is the abbreviation for micrometer? ...

nm - Nanometer | AcronymFinder
https://www.acronymfinder.com/Nanometer-(nm).html
How is Nanometer abbreviated? nm stands for Nanometer. nm is defined as
Nanometer very frequently.

Nanometer | Definition of Nanometer by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/nanometer
Intel didn't elaborate immeidately on the delay in its forthcoming 10 nanometer
technology, ... one billionth of a meter â€” abbreviation nm.

NM - What does NM stand for? The Free Dictionary
https://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/NM
Acronym Definition NM New Mexico (US postal abbreviation) NM Nautical Mile (6,080
feet) NM Never Mind NM Not Meaningful NM Network Module NM Near Mint NM Nuclear
Medicine NM ...
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